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Abstract: 

When adopting and using a Software Development Method (SDM), it is important to stay true to the philosophy of the 

method; otherwise, software developers might execute activities that do not lead to the intended outcomes. Currently, 

no overview of SDM research addresses software developers’ reasoning behind adopting and using SDMs. 

Accordingly, this paper aims to survey existing SDM research to scrutinize the current knowledge base on software 

developers’ type of reasoning behind SDM adoption and use. We executed a systematic literature review and analyzed 

existing research using two steps. First, we classified papers based on what type of reasoning was addressed regarding 

SDM adoption and use: rational, irrational, and non-rational. Second, we made a thematic synthesis across these three 

types of reasoning to provide a more detailed characterization of the existing research. We elicited 28 studies addressing 

software developers’ reasoning and identified five research themes. Building on these themes, we framed four future 

research directions with four broad research questions, which can be used as a basis for future research. 
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1. Introduction 

Inefficient Software Development (SD) is a perennial problem in many organizations where SD projects have had 

difficulties in meeting their targets [1-3]. As a result, organizations have placed reliance on adopting and using Software 

Development Methods (SDM). An SDM is a set of standardized activities to design, build, implement, and maintain 

software, including how these activities are accomplished and structured, the frequency of these activities, and the goals 

and value behind them [4]. Decisions to adopt and use SDMs can occur “at three different levels” [5]. At the individual 
level, a software developer chooses an SDM, or part thereof, to support specific SD tasks. A wider agreement can be 

reached at the project level to adopt and use a specific SDM. Finally, at the organizational level, an SDM “can be 

chosen as the organization-wide “standard” method to be used in all projects” [5]. Managers are involved in 

coordinating the decisions to achieve the two latter levels. Thus, adopting and using SDMs are non-trivial tasks. 

Furthermore, it is well-recognized that SDMs are not used literally [6-8], i.e., exactly as described in textbooks. Instead, 

software developers modify SDMs. Researchers [9, 10] have found that some of these modifications are beneficial, 

creating a better fit between the SDMs and the tasks at hand. In other situations, misconceptions or malpractices have 

been reported [11, 12]. 

Although SDMs are not followed literally, it is still important that the executed activities align with the method’s 

rationale, i.e., goals and values. SDMs are the result of design efforts, where specific design goals are set out to improve 

effectiveness and efficiency in SD. The Agile Manifesto [13] is one prominent example. It includes “a set of values and 
associated goals (referred to as principles)” [9] that guide activities found in agile SDMs. Jayaratna et al. [14] stressed 

the importance of SDMs’ rationale, arguing that “if […] the rationale for the action is implicit then by definition the 

activity set cannot be considered a methodology.” Similar thoughts are found in Brinkkemper [15] and Russo and 

Stolterman [16]. Consequently, a method’s rationale is an important part of an SDM, and goals have been suggested as 

a vehicle to tailor SDMs to actual SD projects [e.g., 5, 17, 18]. That said, Karlsson [7] concluded that “it [the tailored 

method] should, at the same time, align with the basic philosophy of the original method […]. Otherwise, there is a risk 

of losing the method’s core idea.” For example, if an organization’s use of an agile SDM, such as Scrum, deviates from 

the Agile Manifesto, there is a risk of the organization not being agile. Consequently, to understand SDM adoption and 

use, it is important to trace whether, and how well, executed activities align with the rationale of the SDM. According to 

Havstorm et al. [19] software developers’ reasoning behind SDM adoption and use can be rational, irrational, or non-

rational. Rational reasoning means that the intentionally chosen and executed activities align with the method’s 

rationale, while irrational reasoning means that the intentionally chosen and executed activities misalign with the 
method’s rationale. However, activities can also be non-rational, which means software developers have no awareness 

of why the activities are chosen and executed and how they align with the method’s rationale. 

As shown from the number of scholarly review articles in Section 2, SDM adoption and use have attracted significant 

research interest over the years. These reviews include the classification of SDM literature [20] and granular reviews 

that focus on subsets of the SDM literature, such as the benefits and limitations of agile SDMs [21] and agile smells 

[22]. Taken as a collective, these reviews do not provide any overview of SDM research that addresses software 

developers’ reasoning about method rationale when adopting and using SDMs. Thus, it is difficult for researchers and 

practitioners to comprehend the current state of knowledge regarding this part of the SDM domain. Therefore, we 

submit that it is time to take stock of the SDM literature and provide an overarching representation of the this literature 

and software developers’ reasoning about method rationale. Accordingly, the aim of this paper is to survey existing 

SDM research to scrutinize the current knowledge base on software developers’ type of reasoning behind SDM 
adoption and use. We are interested in how large the existing knowledge base is in absolute terms and to understand in 

relative terms the extent to which the reasoning aspect behind SDM adoption and use has received any focus in SDM 

research. Moving beyond the quantitative measure, we are also interested in the patterns, if any, found in existing 

research, i.e., research themes, to characterize the knowledge base. 
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We pose, therefore, the following research questions (RQ): 

RQ 1: To what extent has previous research investigated software developers’ reasoning behind SDM adoption and 

use?  

RQ 2: What research themes have previous research investigated concerning software developers’ different types of 

reasoning behind SDM adoption and use? 

Our results are based on a structured literature review [23] of SDM research published until 2022. The study is based on 
an initial search consisting of 1,619 unique research papers. Of these, 111 papers were singled out for further analysis, 

where we finally identified 28 relevant studies. We have developed and used an analytical framework anchored in 

Weber’s [24] work on social actions to analyze these papers, classifying them as analyzing rational, irrational, and/or 

non-rational reasoning (see Section 3.3.1). Furthermore, we used thematic synthesis [25] to identify research themes 

across these three types of reasoning. Thus, our review contributes to a systematic understanding of what is known 

about software developers’ type of reasoning behind SDM adoption and use and pinpoints four areas for future 

research. 

This paper is structured as follows. Following the introduction, Section 2 describes existing SD and SDM literature 

reviews addressing SDM adoption and use. Section 3 presents the research method adopted for our systematic literature 

review. In Section 4, we present the results of our review. In Section 5, we discuss our findings and their implications 

for SDM research. We end the paper with a short conclusion in Section 6. 

2. Related research 

Given the long history of SDM research, it is not surprising that several SD and SDM literature reviews have been 

carried out. Table 1 summarizes existing reviews, showing the aims and how they have been categorized. For example, 

already in 1994, Walters et al. [26] examined “the historical development of ISDMs [Information Systems Development 

Method].” They also analyzed different themes of SDMs and problems with SDMs. One identified type of problem was 

the use of SDMs. However, as the rightmost column shows, very few reviews provide results that can be related to 

software developers’ reasoning behind the adoption and use of SDMs.  

We found five studies whose results border on our study [20-22, 27, 28]. Abrar et al. [27] reviewed research on agile 

SDM and large-scale development teams to identify the de-motivator factors while scaling agile. A few identified 

factors, such as “traditional organizational culture” and “lack of agile experts,” can lead to reasoning that deviates from 

the chosen SDM’s rationale. However, the authors did not study software developers’ reasoning as such. Dybå and 

Dingsøyr [21] reviewed empirical papers on agile SDMs, reviewing what was currently known regarding the benefits 
and limitations of agile SDMs in the industry. They categorized reviewed papers into four themes, and one of them 

included adoption. Although Dybå and Dingsøyr [21] did not give explicit attention to software developers’ reasoning 

behind adopting agile SDMs, their detailed description reveals that some papers have addressed why the methods have 

been adopted. 

Iivari et al. [20] developed a framework for classifying the understanding of SDMs in previous literature and provided a 

structure of the intellectual core of SDMs. This framework could help practitioners understand the rationale behind their 

SDM practices. However, they did not compile studies on practitioners’ actual understanding of the rationale. 

Onwujekwe and Weistroffer [28] reviewed SD literature on implementing agile SD projects in the public sector to 

understand how bureaucratic organizational cultures impact the use of agile SDMs. Although they address the fit 

between specific cultures and agile SDMs, they do not address software developers’ reasoning behind adopting and 

using agile SDMs. Finally, Telemaco et al. [22] developed a catalog of agile SDM malpractice called “agile smells.” 
Although the catalog is a valuable contribution to identifying malpractices in other contexts, they did not link such 

malpractices to software developers’ reasoning. 
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Table 1. Overview of existing SD and SDM literature reviews 

Study Study aim 

Content addressing software 

developers’ reasoning  

Abrar et al. [27]  “[I]dentify the de-motivators while scaling agile at large, from 

management perspectives.” 

Some identified factors can lead to 

differences in reasoning. 

Alqudah and Razali [29] Review and compare scaled agile SDMs, identifying 

similarities and differences. 

No 

Campanelli and Parreiras [30] “[E]valuate, synthesize and present aspects of research on 

agile methods tailoring.” 

No 

Dingsøyr et al. [31] “[D]elineate the conceptual structure underlying agile 

scholarship.” 

No 

Dybå and Dingsøyr [21]  “[I]nvestigates what is currently known about the benefits and 

limitations of, and the strength of evidence for, agile 

methods.” 

Some identified papers have 

addressed why the SDMs have been 

adopted. 

Gall and Pigni [32] Develop a conceptual framework for DevOps. No 

Gandomani et al. [33] Assess the relationship between agile SDMs and open-source 

SDMs. 

No 

Goldkuhl and Karlsson [34] Investigate to what extent “research literature claiming to 

develop or adapt ISDMs” has adopted empirical inquiries. 

No 

Gutiérrez-Ríos et al. [35] Suggest factors to consider when adopting agile and/or lean 

practices. 

No 

Hassan and Mathiassen [36] Identify the field traditions by mapping canonical SD 

literature. 

No 

Hirschheim et al. [37] Developed a framework showing that the SD field was rightly 

called a “fragmented adhocracy.” 

No 

Iivari et al. [20] Propose a framework for classifying SDMs in literature. The framework could help to 

understand the rationale behind the 

SDM practices used. 

Matalonga et al. [38] Identify “factors that affect the adoption of agile practices in 

distributed projects.” 

No 

Mihailescu and Mihailescu 

[39] 

“Identify theoretical perspectives applied in the 

conceptualization of ISDM.” 

No 

Moloto et al. [40] Investigate “the impact that agile method use has on project 

success in organizations.” 

No 

Onwujekwe and Weistroffer 

[28] 

Survey literature on SD projects in the public sector and how 

the bureaucratic nature impacts the use of agile SDMs. 

Addresses the fit between specific 

cultures and agile SDMs. 

Sambamurthy and Kirsch [41] “This paper reviews prior research on ISD processes and 

identifies the different types of contributions that have been 

made to our growing knowledge.” 

No 

Telemaco et al. [22] Define a catalog of agile smell “to denote the issues and 

practices that may impair the adoption of the agile approach.” 

They catalog malpractices. 

Walters et al. [26] Examine “the historical development of ISDMs.” No 

 

Based on the above, we conclude that there is no existing literature review on software developers’ type of reasoning 

behind SDM adoption and use. Consequently, we have limited knowledge about the frontline of research on this aspect 

of SDMs. 

3. Research method 

Our research method followed the systematic literature review [23, 42], where we surveyed existing SDM research 

referred to as primary studies. The identified need for a review is accounted for in the Introduction and Related research 

sections, and the specified research questions are found in the Introduction. Below, we explain how we identified 

research, selected primary studies, and extracted data from these studies. 
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3.1 Identification of research 

Research on SDM adoption and use appears in conference proceedings and international journals. Therefore, we aimed 

for an inclusive selection of papers. We used the Scopus database, the largest “database of peer-reviewed literature” 

[43], which includes IEEE and ACM papers. The search included papers published until April 2022. In practice, the 

search started in 1972 when the earliest article was published in Scopus. Our search included journal papers, conference 

papers, and book chapters, regardless of the geographic region. Search fields include the paper title, abstract, and 
keywords. Appendix A shows the total list of search queries (72 combinations of keywords). The following is an 

example of one of the search queries: “Software Development Method” AND “Implementation.” Our combination of 

keywords evolved based on our reading of papers, where we identified the need for additional keywords. For example, 

we noticed that some well-referenced papers on SDMs, which appeared in the reference list of retrieved papers, did not 

appear in our search results. We decided, therefore, to add keywords used in these missing papers to extend our search. 

One such example is adding the keyword “diffusion.” 

3.2 Selection of primary studies 

We did not filter any results in Scopus, which meant that all generated results were included in our selection process. As 

shown in Figure 1, the selection process includes four stages. The first stage employed the search queries described 

above and resulted in a gross list of 3,227 papers, including duplicates. In the second stage, we removed duplicates, 

resulting in 1,619 unique papers. In the third stage, the list of papers was divided between the authors for a screening 
based on reading the abstract. We used the inclusion and exclusion criteria in Table 2, and papers were classified as 

“potentially relevant,” “need to discuss with co-author,” or “not relevant.” The “potentially relevant” papers were fed 

into the next stage without further assessment. The “need to discuss with co-author”-papers were read once more by 

both authors, and they made decisions on the papers based on the criteria in Table 2. All conflicts were satisfactorily 

resolved during the joint assessment. We had a net list of 516 papers at the end of this stage. 

 

Stage 1 Identify relevant studies n = 3,227

Stage 2 Remove duplicates n = 1,619

Stage 3

Exclude studies based on 

reading abstract, introduction 

and conclusion sections

n = 516

Stage 4
Excluding studies in a detailed 

read of the full text
n = 111

 

Fig. 1. Selection process 

Table 2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for primary studies 

Inclusion criterion Exclusion criterion 

I1. The paper is written in English. E1. The paper is an editorial. 

I2. The paper is a peer-reviewed journal paper, conference paper, or book 

chapter. 

E2. The paper is an introduction to a conference proceeding. 

I3. The paper focuses on SDM as a study object. E3. The paper is a literature review. 

I4. The paper provides an empirical account, i.e., data, measurements, 

observations, or descriptions about adoption and/or use of SDMs. 
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Papers classified as “potentially relevant” entered stage four, where both authors read and analyzed the full text of each 

paper. The details are provided in Section 3.3. If we found during this detailed analysis that a paper did not meet the 

inclusion and exclusion criteria in Table 2, it was excluded. As shown in Figure 1, we ended up with 111 papers 

included in the detailed analysis. The sharp reduction in potentially relevant papers was due to our inclusive search 

strategy. Thus, papers were included in the first dataset if they were related to SDMs. For example, an extensive number 

of non-empirical papers were included, papers that fall short of the inclusion criteria. Still, we chose the 

abovementioned search strategy to ensure we would not miss any papers by setting the search parameters too narrow. 

3.3 Data extraction and analysis 

The data extracted from each study were (1) Full reference (author, year, title, source name), (2) Source (journal, 

conference, book chapter), (3) Research question/aim, (4) Research method as classified by the authors of the paper, (5) 

Phases addressed (adoption, use), (6) Type of reasoning (rational, irrational, non-rational, unable to identify), and (7) 

Research themes addressed. The classification framework and procedures for extracting the more complex data (5 to 7) 

are explained in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. An overview of the assessed papers and the data extraction (1, 5, 6, and 7) is 

found in Appendix B; a summary is presented in Section 4. 

We carried out an integrated thematic synthesis [25] to extract and analyze the data, i.e., we employed both a 

deductively generated framework and inductively generated codes to organize the extracted data. Cruzes and Dybå [25] 

argue that the integrated approach “is the most relevant in systematic reviews as they tend to be done on the basis of the 
theoretical interests guiding the research questions of the review.” In our case, the integrated approach enabled us to be 

guided by our interest in software developers’ reasoning and at the same time explore different directions that existing 

research has taken. 

3.3.1 Framework to extract phase and type of reasoning addressed in primary studies 

To address to what extent software developers’ reasoning behind SDM adoption and use has been investigated in 

previous research, we need to classify the phases and the type of reasoning addressed in the primary studies. Therefore, 

both authors actively devised the framework shown in Table 3; the framework was reviewed informally by an external 

reviewer before we started our data extraction [44].   

A paper could address the SDM adoption, SDM use phases, or both. Vavpotič and Hovelja [45] argue that research on 

SDM adoption often focuses on how and why the SDM or some of its parts are spread among potential software 

developers. Aligning with this view, we define SDM adoption as one or several SDMs (or parts thereof) that have been 

introduced into an organization or an SD team as a new way of working with SD. Regarding SDM use, we draw on 
Fitzgerald et al. [46] and the focus on how the software developers apply the SDM. Thus, we define SDM use as a 

selection or all activities of one or several SDMs that software developers have applied to develop an information 

system. These two definitions are ideal phases related to SDMs in organizations, although the phases often overlap in 

practice. An organization’s adoption of an SDM means that software developers gradually start to use the method, and 

eventually, the adoption ends, and regular use takes over. Also, we use an inclusive definition of software developer, 

referring to individual software developers’, an SD team’s or an organization’s adoption and use of SDM. 

Our classification of types of reasoning takes Weber’s [24] work on social actions as a point of departure. According to 

Weber [24], it is possible to distinguish between two types of social actions: rational and non-rational. Still, the 

existence of rational actions also makes it relevant to discuss irrational actions [47]. Compared to rational social action, 

irrational ones are flawed reasoning, resulting in, for example, misconceptions or miscalculations. In both rational and 

irrational reasoning, it means that such primary studies analyze arguments behind the executed activities and compare 
them with a reference point, i.e., the claimed method rationale. Finally, non-rational social actions are not anchored in 

any method rationale. Instead, these actions are based on deeply rooted habits where the software developer no longer 

considers rational reasons or where software developers are driven by emotional conditions [24]. 
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Table 3. Classification of the type of reasoning addressed in the primary studies 

Type of reasoning 

Phase 

SDM adoption SDM use 

Rational Researchers in the primary study analyze whether the choice 

and execution of adoption activities align with the rationale 

(e.g., goals) of the chosen adoption approach and the adopted 

SDM.  

Researchers in the primary study analyze whether 

the choice and execution of SD activities align with 

the rationale (e.g., goals) of the chosen SDM or 

some parts of this method. 

Irrational Researchers in the primary study analyze whether the choice 

and execution of adoption activities deviate from the rationale 

(e.g., goals) of the chosen adoption approach and the adopted 

SDM. 

Researchers in the primary study analyze whether 

the choice and execution of SD activities deviate 

from the rationale (e.g., goals) of the chosen SDM or 

some parts of this method. 

Non-Rational Researchers in the primary study analyze whether the adoption 

activities are chosen and executed without awareness of the 

rationale (e.g., goals) of the chosen adoption approach and the 

adopted SDM. 

Researchers in the primary study analyze whether 

the SD activities are chosen and executed without 

awareness of the rationale (e.g., goals) of the chosen 

SDM or some parts of this method. 

Unable to identify Researchers in the primary study analyze activities to adopt an 

SDM. However, the analysis does not attempt to connect these 

activities to the rationale (e.g., goals) of the chosen adoption 

approach and the adopted SDM. 

Researchers in the primary study analyze SD 

activities. However, the analysis does not attempt to 

connect these activities to the rationale (e.g., goals) 

of the chosen SDM or some parts of this method. 

 

The first row of Table 3 focuses on rational reasoning, where the social actions are based on rational reasoning and 
result, in our case, in adhering to the intended goals with either the SDM adoption or SDM use. Rational reasoning 

means the primary study has investigated whether the reasons behind the executed activities align with the claimed 

rationale. For example, if software developers claim to use Daily Scrum meetings, the claimed method rationale is “to 

create a shared understanding of the project status, create short term planning and achieve better interaction within the 

ISD team” [48]. Thus, rational reasoning is about choosing and executing activities that support these ends, such as 

discussing what the team members will do today. The second row in Table 3 addresses irrational reasoning. In these 

cases, the primary studies have investigated software developers’ misconceptions or miscalculations in the SD adoption 

or SDM use and the misalignment with the claimed method rationale. For example, identifying the use of the Daily 

Scrum Meeting as a problem-solving meeting and software developers’ arguing that this activity supports the ends of 

such a meeting. 

The third row in Table 3 addresses non-rational reasoning. Primary studies are classified as non-rational when they have 

addressed SDM adoption or SDM use without the software developers being aware of the reasons for their activities. 
For example, in the case of SDM adoption, the researchers of the primaru studies have addressed whether the adoption 

activities are chosen and executed without awareness of the rationale of the chosen adoption approach and the adopted 

SDM. Finally, the fourth row in Table 3 contains the category “Unable to identify.” Studies fall in this category when 

the analyzed primary study has addressed SDM adoption and use without investigating any connection between 

executed activities and any type of reasoning (rational, irrational, or non-rational). 

3.3.2 Extraction of phases, type of reasoning, and research themes in primary studies  

We carried out the integrated thematic synthesis using the five steps put forth by Cruzes and Dybå [25] to extract 

phases, types of reasoning, and research themes in the existing research. Below we discuss our tailored version of these 

steps, highlighting the deductive and inductive parts.  

Step 1: Extract data. We familiarized ourselves with the existing research by individually reading the papers. We 

focused on the context descriptions (SDM and settings) and what type of analysis of the SDM adoption and/or use that 
existing research addressed. We made brief notes about these aspects. We also captured data extracts, i.e., quotes or text 

sections in the papers, that contained ideas for our characterization of the research themes. All extracted data and notes 

were organized in a spreadsheet. 
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Step 2a: Code data – deductively: We individually read the papers once more to extract the type of reasoning the 

primary studies addressed (if any) when investigating software developers’ adoption and use of SDMs. We used an 

iterative approach to classify shared subsets of papers using the framework in Table 3. We discussed our individual 

classifications and together made a final classification. By executing the analysis on subsets of papers, we could learn 

from each other and develop a shared understanding of how to use the classification framework [44]. 

Step 2b: Code data – inductively. When reading the papers in Step 2a, we also created initial inductive codes for each of 
the papers included in the three topmost rows in Table 3. The reason for not creating inductive codes for papers 

classified as “Unable to identify” is our specific interest in the type of reasoning behind software developers’ adoption 

and use of SDMs. One example of our inductive coding is the paper by Häggmark and Ågerfalk [10], which received 

the codes “Different rationalities behind method use” and “How method has been adjusted.” Thus, we allowed 

ourselves to associate a paper with one or more codes because papers can have multiple purposes. Like step 2a, our 

work was highly iterative, comparing the codes generated by our individual reads of the papers. The purpose was to 

improve our reading and develop a shared understanding of the initial codes for the upcoming search for research 

themes [44]. The spreadsheet documented our collection of inductive codes, linking them to the extracted data. We also 

added additional quotes or summaries when necessary. 

Step 3: Translate inductive codes into themes. We used our collection of inductive codes from Step 2b as input for 

workshops in which both authors participated. These workshops aimed to develop a set of themes, so we iterated our 
codes and searched for what they had in common. We organized our research themes using mind maps and traced how 

the inductive codes could potentially be linked to research themes. These mind maps allowed us to scrutinize the 

congruence of the research themes and move codes when necessary. For example, the inductive code “Different 

rationalities behind method use” introduced above was included in the research theme “Competing rationalities.” It 

again meant an iterative work pattern, constantly comparing inductive codes, data extracts, and candidate research 

themes. The iterative work resulted in both moving inductive codes and collapsing research themes into each other to 

better reflect the underlying papers. 

Step 4: Create a model of higher-order themes. Given our interest in different types of reasoning behind SDM adoption 

and use, we combined the identified research themes with our deductive classification of papers in Step 2b. 

Consequently, this meant identifying if and to what extent different types of reasoning had been studied for the 

identified research themes. Thus, we created higher-order themes, or patterns, for each research theme. Furthermore, we 

also settled on a description of each research theme that captured its essence; it meant summarizing the papers and 
providing coherent and internally consistent accounts. For the research theme exemplified above, we decided to keep 

the name “Competing rationalities,” which we defined as how software developers deal with and prioritize conflicting 

rationalities during the adoption and use of SDMs. 

Step 5: Assess the trustworthiness of the synthesis. Both authors reviewed the research themes during a second set of 

workshops. First, we analyzed the fit between the claims made about the research themes and “what the evidence 

shows” [25], i.e., what the data extracts show. Sometimes, it also meant returning to the actual papers and rereading 

paragraphs. Second, we analyzed the fit between the research themes and the overall focus of our analysis. We made 

minor adjustments to the synthesis; a couple of papers were moved to create a better fit. Completing our running 

example discussed above, we identified eight papers for the candidate research theme “Competing rationalities.” 

4. Results 

In this section, we present a summary of our systematic literature review, structured according to our two research 
questions. The first subsection addresses to what extent the reasoning behind SDM adoption and SDM use has been 

investigated in previous research. In the second subsection, we detail the research themes and how reasoning – rational, 

irrational, and non-rational – behind SDM adoption and use has been addressed in existing research. The overview of 

the analysis is found in Appendix B. 
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4.1 RQ1 – To what extent has previous research investigated software developers’ reasoning behind SDM adoption 

and use?  

The analysis of the extent to which research has addressed the reasoning behind SDM adoption and use is presented in 

Figure 2 using a bubble chart. A bubble chart shows three dimensions of the data. The horizontal axis contains the two 

phases, SDM adoption and use. The vertical axis shows whether a primary study has addressed any type of reasoning 

behind the studied activities. The bubble size is proportional to the frequency of primary studies in the pair of categories 

corresponding to the bubble coordinates. 

Starting on the horizontal axis in Figure 2, we see that SDM adoption has received more research attention than SDM 

use, 54.5 percent versus 45.4 percent. In addition, it should be noted that eight primary studies address both SDM 

adoption and use. The vertical axis in Figure 2 shows that most primary studies (76.4 percent) do not investigate 

software developers’ reasoning behind SDM adoption or SDM use. Thus, 23.6 percent of all studies addressed software 

developers’ reasoning behind their SDM adoption or SDM use. 

The intersections in Figure 2 show that the largest share of studies addresses SDM adoption without focusing on the 

reasoning behind these activities. These primary studies give accounts of activities and experiences from adopting one 

or more SDMs without any inquiry into the reasoning during the adoption. Thus, these studies do not analyze how the 

software developers’ reasoning aligns with the rationale of the adoption approach and the adopted SDM. We identified 

studies addressing, for example, diffusion of SDMs [e.g. 45, 49, 50], challenges with SDM adoption [e.g. 51, 52, 53], 

factors that affect SDM adoption [e.g. 54, 55, 56] and experiences of SDM adoption [57-59]. 

Focus on reasoning 

behind activities

119 (100%)

Phase

119 (100%)

No

91 (76.4%)

Yes

28 (23.6%)

SDM adoption

65 (54.5%)

SDM use

54 (45.4%)

4051

14 14

42.7% 33.7%

11.8% 11.8%

 

Fig. 2. The focus of existing research on the reasoning behind SDM adoption and use 

Note: Please note that papers can address both SDM adoption and use, which means that the total number of primary studies tha t address the phases 

exceeds the actual number of primary studies. 

The next largest share of primary studies addresses SDM use without focusing on the reasoning behind the SD 

activities. Topic-wise, these studies are similar to the SDM adoption papers; they give accounts of activities and 

experiences from using one or more SDMs. We identified studies addressing what SDMs are used [e.g. 60, 61, 62], the 

experience of SDM use [e.g. 63, 64, 65], non-rigors use of SDMs [e.g. 66, 67, 68], and factors that affect SDM use [69, 

70]. Yet again, these studies do not include any analysis of how the software developers have reasoned about the SDM 

during use and how their reasoning aligns with the rationale of the used SDM. 

Turning our attention to the research that has addressed the reasoning behind SDM adoption and use, as the vertical axis 

in Figure 2 shows, we identified 28 primary studies. The number of primary studies that analyzed software developers’ 
reasoning behind SDM adoption and use is similar; 14 papers addressed SDM adoption, and 14 papers addressed SDM 
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use. In these primary studies, researchers have identified some method rationale that has been used as a reference point 

for analyzing SDM adoption and/or SDM use. Thus, these reference points made it possible for us to analyze what types 

of reasoning have been addressed. We scrutinize these papers in more detail in the next sub-section. 

4.2 RQ2  – What research themes have previous research investigated concerning software developers’ different types 

of reasoning behind SDM adoption and use? 

Table 4 presents an overview of how the 28 primary studies were distributed across the research themes, two phases, 
and types of reasoning. It is important to note that primary studies can address multiple research themes and types of 

reasoning; however, we did not find any primary studies that addressed both phases. The bottom row in Table 4 shows 

that we identified 21 primary studies addressing rational reasoning, 11 primary studies addressing irrational reasoning, 

and three primary studies addressing non-rational reasoning. Below we present our analysis using the identified 

research themes. We present how the different types of reasoning have been addressed in combination with SDM 

adoption and use for each research theme. 

Table 4. Overview of research themes and types of reasoning 

Research theme Phase 

Type of reasoning 

Total Rational Irrational Non-rational 

Choice of SDM Adoption 5 0 0 5 

Competing rationalities Adoption 1 3 0 
8 

Use 4 1 0 

Method deviation Adoption 0 0 2 
10 

Use 6 2 0 

Understanding operationalization Adoption 2 1 0 
7 

Use 1 2 1 

Achieved contribution Adoption 0 3 0 
5 

Use 2 0 0 

Total 21 11 3 35 

 

4.2.1 Choice of SDM 

The research theme, Choice of SDM, captures existing research focusing on how the rationale of the chosen SDMs fits 

the situation at hand. Each SDM comes with its own rationale, and this rationale can align with what the software 

developers want to achieve to varying degrees. A well-suited choice means an SDM that provides support, whereas an 

ill-suited SDM provides less support or, in the worst case, creates obstacles. Table 4 shows that five primary studies 

belong to this theme. All these studies address SDM adoption and rational reasoning behind the choice of SDMs [71-

75]. Thus, existing research has not focused on investigating misconceptions made when choosing methods or, if 

choices are made, without awareness of the chosen SDM’s rationale. 

SDM adoption – rational reasoning. Vejandla and Sherrell [71] described practitioners’ experiences from adopting 

eXtreme Programming and test-driven development. For example, they described how the goals of test-driven 

development fit the situation at hand, i.e., providing means-end reasoning. Mishra and Mishra [72] illustrated how agile 

methods could be adopted in complex SD projects. They gave an account of the choices made regarding the 
combination of method parts and how these choices were consciously anchored in the goals behind the SDMs. Taylor et 

al. [73] illustrated how risk assessment could be combined with the rationale behind agile practices to guide the 

adoption of an SDM and to create a situational fit. Tripp and Amstrong [74] carried out a high-level analysis of how 

agile practices were matched with organizations’ intentions to improve software quality and improve SD efficiency and 

effectiveness. They argued that a misfit between intentions and the agile practices utilized might decrease the overall 

success of the adoption. Finally, Alt et al. [75] developed an agile DevOps framework and described the goals they 

wanted to reach. They described a transformation plan, consistent with these goals, and provided lessons learned from 

the method transformation. Based on the transformation process, they identified both success factors and challenges, 

which includes an awareness of why the different practices were selected and adopted. 
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4.2.2 Competing rationalities 

The research theme, Competing rationalities, includes primary studies that address how software developers deal with 

and prioritize conflicting rationalities during the adoption and use of SDMs. These studies show that SDM adoption and 

use take place in a context. Software developers interact with other parts of the organization or with other organizations, 

which means that there are other goals and values at play at the same time. More importantly, sometimes, different 

goals and values compete, and software developers must choose between them. Thus, software developers’ choices can 
be rational, irrational, or non-rational in relation to the goals and values they prioritize. As shown in Table 4, eight 

primary studies are found in this research theme, divided across rational and irrational reasoning behind SDM adoption 

and rational and irrational reasoning behind SDM use. 

SDM adoption – rational reasoning. We identified one primary study analyzing rational reasoning when competing 

rationalities were encountered during SDM adoption. Sauer and Lau [76] analyzed how different rationalities come into 

play in SDM adoption. They highlight the role of business managers in bringing the adoption of the Structured Systems 

Analysis and Design Method (SSADM) to a halt, where business pressure influenced and overrode the SDM goals. 

Although software developers were aware of the potential contribution that the SDM could make, they did not persist in 

pursuing the started adoption activities. The study shows software developers’ awareness of the reference point and 

activities that indicated an understanding of the SDM and its potential contributions. However, because software 

developers and business managers have competing rationalities, the SDM adoption did not unfold as planned. 

SDM adoption – irrational reasoning. We found two primary studies that focus on irrational reasoning concerning 

competing rationalities and SDM adoption [77, 78]. McAvoy and Butler [77] examined the failure to change from a 

traditional SDM to an agile SDM. They analyzed how software developers’ initial commitment to user stories changed 

over time, going from commitment to resisting the change. They found that loyalties to the team, in this case, 

hierarchical groupthink and a need to please the project managers, made the team members deviate from the rationale of 

user stories. In the end, the team abandoned its adoption of user stories. McAvoy and Butler [78] studied factors needed 

to succeed with the implementation of method values and how learning occurred in the introduction of an SDM. They 

found that even though software developers individually understood and agreed on the values of a selected method part, 

power factors in the team made them deviate from the SDM when introduced. Thus, these power factors resulted in 

executed activities not being in line with the stated goals.  

SDM use – rational reasoning. We found four primary studies that address rational reasoning when competing 

rationalities were encountered during SDM use [10, 79-81]. Strode et al. [79] studied the extent to which the 
organizational culture (values and assumptions) matched the values of used agile methods. They built on the idea “that 

the organizational culture in which the agile method is embedded could have an impact on its use.” Their study 

suggested that organizations with an external focus and preferences for flexibility align with the rationale of agile 

SDMs. Dennehy and Conboy [80] showed how different interests can be a source of tension when software developers 

are using an SDM and when introducing tools to support features of the SDM. Häggmark and Ågerfalk [10] did an 

“empirical enquiry into why engineers do not keep to the principle of separating business logic from display.” These 

software developers provided arguments for the tailored version of the assessed SD principle, prioritizing other goals 

than prescribed by the SDM. Mohan et al. [81] have studied individuals’ attachment to and identification and 

involvement with prescribed SDM activities, i.e., an inquiry into software developers’ buy-in to the rationale behind 

SDMs. They divided SDM use into three categories, committed use, compliant use, and resistant use, and investigated 

how an SDM’s relative advantage, complexity, and combability affect these use categories. For example, they found a 
positive effect of combability, i.e., that the SDM is consistent with the “social cultural values, and past experiences of 

potential users” on committed use. Thus, if the rationale of the SDM fits the cultural values of the organization, the 

likelihood increases that actual execution will build on and be in line with the rationale of the SDM. 

SDM use – irrational reasoning. We identified one primary study that analyzed irrational reasoning. Mohan et al. [81] 

found that software developers’ attachment to and identification and involvement with the prescribed SDM activities 

could result in committed use and resistance use. When software developers feel inequity in executing the prescribed 

SDM activities, they oppose them. They found that the less the compliance between the chosen SDM and the cultural 
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values in the organization, the more likely is resistance use. In other words, it might result in software developers 

resorting to other ways of working that are not in line with the rationale of the chosen SDM. 

4.2.3 Method deviation 

The research theme, Method deviation, organizes studies that identify and explain deviations from the adoption 

approach and the adopted SDMs, or the used SDM. These studies show that software developers do not introduce or 

apply SDMs as they are presented in the textbox. Thus, the enacted versions deviate from what is described. Studies in 
this research theme go beyond identifying the deviations as such; they address how the deviations relate to the rationale 

of the SDM. As shown in Table 4, ten primary studies belong to this research theme, covering non-rational SDM 

adoption, rational SDM use, and irrational SDM use. 

SDM adoption – non-rational. We found two primary studies that addressed non-rational reasoning [82, 83]. Patanakul 

and Rufo-McCarron [82] identified six challenges in an agile implementation program. One of these challenges was 

change management. They concluded that effective change management is needed to avoid actors sticking to a specific 

mindset that can lead to destructive behaviors where the rationale of the practices is not met. Berger and Beynon-Davies 

[83] studied the unbundling, i.e., adoption, of an SDM in a large-scale development project. In this public-sector project 

in the UK, an external company suggested using “their own in-house commercial RAD-like development approach” 

during SD work in the client organization. Although, over time, the adoption resulted in the successful diffusion of 

“certain SDM practices with the case organisation,” the adoption itself was problematic. Berger and Beynon-Davis 
found that the actors paid limited attention to how the SDM rationale differed from culture in the case organization, 

showing an unawareness of the fit of the SDM and its rationale. For example, the organizational culture stressed 

“individuality and individual accountability,” which made organizational stakeholders unwilling to commit to fast 

decision-making in the iterative development process prescribed by the adopted SDM.  

SDM use – rational reasoning. We identified six papers that addressed rational reasoning behind method deviation 

during SDM use [10, 11, 84-86]. Heikkilä et al. [11] studied the phenomenon of “ScrumBut,” which refers to 

mismatches between the prescribed and the actual use of Scrum. They identified a couple of deviations from how 

Scrum is prescribed, and some of these were conscious improvements to Scrum in line with the goals of the SDM. 

Häggmark and Ågerfalk [10], discussed above, studied how software developers deviated from the SD principle of 

separating business logic from display. They found that some of the software developers “had a more conscious 

departure from the strict tier-separation, with clear arguments of why they did what they did.” Thus, the software 

developers showed awareness of the principle and its goals. At the same time, they provided arguments for their 

deviation showing a conscious means-end decision to tailor the SDM. 

In their study of SSADM, Middleton [84, 85] and Middleton and McCollum [86] concluded that, in most of the projects 

they investigated, the SDM was tailored “beyond recognition” and altered the SDM’s foundation. However, in some of 

these projects, the modifications resulted from limitations in the SSADM and not a lack of understanding of the method 

rationale of the SDM. For example, Middleton [84, 85] described SSADM’s type of user involvement as superficial, 

and, therefore, modifications were made to the SDM to reach the user involvement goals. Thus, these modifications 

were based on rational reasoning, where the software developers moved beyond the rigid use of the SDM. Chen et al. 

[87] analyzed the use of a modified version of Scrum that implemented unified modeling language diagrams. Thus, they 

give an account of a planned method deviation and how the used SDM aligned with the modified rationale.  

SDM use – irrational reasoning. We found two papers that captured irrational reasoning behind method deviation 

during SDM use [11, 88]. In their study of ScrumButs, discussed above, Heikkilä et al. [11] identified changes to two 
Scrum practices that could not be fully explained by a real need and a deep understanding of what makes Scrum work. 

For example, they found user stories that were active over several sprints because of competence issues and not 

planning according to the sprint’s actual resources. Thus, such activities contradict the intended goal of the SDM. 

Saarinen [88] studied how prototyping strategies had been used and whether use in actual SD projects was in line with 

the high-level recommendations of the method. He found, for example, that prototyping strategies had been employed 

when requirements were easy to specify. He also found that prototyping strategies were used regardless of the 

uncertainty level, which is inconsistent with high-level recommendations. 
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4.2.4 Understanding operationalization 

The research theme, Understanding operationalization, captures primary studies that address the driving actors’ 

understanding of how the SDM activities implement the rationale of the SDM. These studies focus on software 

developers’ awareness and understanding of the method rationale plays a role in how the SDM adoption and use 

unfolds. It is shown that software developers both show awareness of the chosen SDM’s rationale, how the chosen 

activities align with the rationale, and where misconceptions result in misalignment. Furthermore, existing research on 
this theme also shows that software developers sometimes are unaware of why they carry out activities and how they 

relate to the claimed SDM’s rationale. As shown in Table 4, this theme consists of seven primary studies, which address 

rational, irrational behind SDM adoption and rationale, irrational, and non-rational reasoning behind SDM and use. 

SDM adoption – rational reasoning. In total, we identified two primary studies that analyzed rational reasoning during 

SDM adoption [89, 90]. Andersson and Nilsson [89] studied several SDM adoption projects in a large SD organization. 

They assessed whether the adoption projects paid attention to the rationale of the chosen SDM and to what extent the 

rationale was used for monitoring and evaluation. The authors drew lessons learned from the mixed results in the 

studied projects. They found that projects defined clear goals but differed in communicating and evaluating them. 

Consequently, they concluded that these latter activities are important to improve future SDM adoptions. To improve 

adoption, Hazzan and Dubinsky [90] studied how the awareness of the principles behind an SDM was used by a “task 

force” to introduce an SDM lifestyle in an organization. Thus, the task force used the underlying goals and values of the 

SDM in a conscious design of the adoption process, showing an understanding of the method rationale. 

SDM adoption – irrational reasoning. We found one primary study that analyzed irrational reasoning during SDM 

adoption. The previously discussed study by Andersson and Nilsson [89] on SDM adoption came across irrational 

activities. In their assessment of how adoption projects’ paid attention to the rationale of the chosen SDM, they found 

that two out of the four studied projects failed due to deviations from stated goals, i.e., by executing irrational activities. 

Although these failed projects had clear goals, they were not communicated and resulted in deviation from the rationale 

of the SDM adoption.  

SDM use – rational reasoning. We found one primary study that analyzed rational reasoning behind SDM use. Mäki-

Runsas [91] studied software developers to identify potential SDM cargo cult behavior. She investigated the extent to 

which the executed activities in an SD team’s Daily Scrum Meetings corresponded with the intended goals of such 

meetings. She found that the software developers focused on what each developer had done, current hindrances, and 

what they would do in the current day. Thus, these activities were in line with the SDM’s rationale.  

SDM use – irrational reasoning. We identified two primary studies that analyzed irrational reasoning during SDM use 

[91, 92]. Mnkandla and Dwolatzky [92] studied an SD organization that tried to adhere to a set of agile principles, 

although they did not follow a specific SDM. Although the project was, to some extent, found successful, it was not due 

to these principles. They found that the organization’s way of working, in some cases, contradicted the agile principles. 

Thus, the analysis showed a lack of understanding of the agile principles; that is, the actual implementation of these 

principles can be viewed as irrational. In Mäki-Runsas’ [91] study about potential SDM cargo cult behavior, discussed 

above, she also addressed irrational activities. In her analysis of an SD team's Daily Scrum Meetings, she found 

irrational activities due to malpractices. It means that the SD team carried out these meetings incorrectly in relation to 

the goals. For example, the SD team used Daily Scrum Meetings to “discuss reports from a long-term perspective or 

discuss technical solutions.”  

SDM use – non-rational reasoning. We found one primary study that addresses non-rational reasoning. Mäki-Runsas 
[91] identified activities in an SD team's Daily Scrum Meetings that were non-rational. These non-rational activities 

were old habits that the SD team had kept after the studied organization had adopted Scrum as their way of working. 

For example, the Scrum master informed about and introduced new requirements from upper management during Daily 

Scrum Meetings. Thus, these new requirements changed priorities “in the middle of an ongoing sprint”; the activity 

could be traced back to unawareness of continuing old practices. 
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4.2.5 Achieved contribution 

The research theme, Achieved contribution, includes primary studies that focus on to what extent the potential 

contribution of a chosen SDM has been reached during adoption and use. These studies relate the rationale of the SDM 

to the achieved results and assess to what extent and how the introduction or applied activities have contributed or not. 

As shown in Table 4, this research theme includes five primary studies that addressed irrational reasoning behind SDM 

adoption and rational reasoning behind SDM use. Thus, studies on SDM adoption have focused on why goals are not 

reached, whereas studies on SDM use have focused on the customization of the SDM and its method rationale. 

SDM adoption – irrational reasoning. We identified three primary studies that analyzed irrational reasoning behind 

SDM adoption [82, 93, 94]. Roberts Jr et al. [93] found SDM practices that contributed less than expected. They argued 

that organizational actors do not always align with the stated goals. Instead, passive resistance misuse was mixed into 

the SDM adoption, which means deviating from the rationale of the SDM. Therefore, they called for more research that 

“move[s] beyond the rational model” of SDM adoption. Mohallel and Bass [94] found that some SD teams had 

difficulties adhering to the adopted practices’ agile principles, which resulted in the SDM not contributing as expected. 

For example, they identified a “lack of cadence in sprint planning meetings, inadequate use of effort estimation and 

product quality issues.” Thus, they found signs of irrational SDM adoption, where teams chose dynamic sprint lengths 

without understanding the consequences of such a choice, for example, its impact on estimates. Patanakul and Rufo-

McCarron [82] identified six challenges in the transition from traditional SDMs to agile SDMs. One reason present in 
several of these challenges is that those project actors did not fully understand what the introduced practices could 

contribute to, i.e., the goals. They conclude that it can lead to destructive behaviors, where the intentions with the 

practices are not met and executed activities do not follow the SDM’s rationale. 

SDM use – rational reasoning. We identified two primary studies that addressed rational reasoning behind SDM use 

[95, 96]. Soundararajan et al. [95] investigated how a customized agile SDM contributes to organizational objectives. 

Therefore, they proposed a framework for this type of analysis using three concepts: adequacy, capability, and 

effectiveness. Regarding rational reasoning, two of these concepts, adequacy and effectiveness, are interesting. 

Adequacy means an assessment of the “sufficiency of the method with respect to meeting its stated objectives,” i.e., a 

possibility to analyze how tailored instances of SDMs meet its stated objectives. Effectiveness addresses “how well the 

adopted method actually achieves its stated objectives,” and the concept was used to assess the achievements of stated 

objectives. The framework has been implemented as a survey, and preliminary findings were presented on the adequacy 

of SDMs. Clark et al. [96] presented a modified version of Scrum to infuse medical research into the SD process. They 
provided a rationale for the added method steps, showing what type of additional understanding the new steps 

contribute. Furthermore, they provided an account for their use of the added method steps that align with the provided 

rationale. 

5. Discussion 

SDMs have been on the research agenda for several decades [97]; however, there is no systematic literature review on 

software developers’ types of reasoning behind adopting and using SDMs. Although some existing literature reviews 

have resulted in different types of SDM frameworks [e.g., 20, 39, 98], none include or address the reasoning aspect. 

Thus, our study contributes to a systematic overview of primary studies on this part of the SDM domain.  

5.1 RQ 1 - To what extent has previous research investigated software developers’ reasoning behind SDM adoption 

and use? 

In our analysis of existing research on SDM adoption and use, we identified 111 empirical SDM studies. Of these 
studies, 28 papers addressed software developers’ reasoning behind SDM adoption and use. Consequently, as shown in 

Figure 2, this group of papers constitutes a significant part of the knowledge base, with an equal focus on adoption and 

use. Still, the details in Table 4 show that most of these studies have investigated rational SDM adoption and use; much 

less attention has been given to irrational types of activities, and almost no attention has been given to non-rational 
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activities. This finding is somewhat surprising and unexpected since SDM research has such a long history, and SDM 

use was identified as a challenging area very early [26].  

In most cases, the choice to adopt and use SDMs is associated with significant organizational investments. Such 

investments should lead to interest among researchers and practitioners in understanding software developers’ irrational 

and non-rational SDM adoption and use. In addition, it is a well-known fact that software developers use their 

situational knowledge when adopting and using SDMs [46], which means that SDMs are not followed literally. 
However, research on the adoption and use of SDMs seems to have considered rational activities predominantly, 

something that has not been evident from existing literature reviews on SDMs. For example, Abrahamsson et al.’s [99] 

review focused on successful stories, making it reasonable that they did not address irrational and non-rational SDM 

adoption and use activities.  

Taken collectively, our results show that existing empirical research on SDM adoption and use provides limited advice 

and guidance on identifying and dealing with irrational and non-rational adoption and use activities. The rather limited 

attention to these types of activities indicates that previous research might have missed one important aspect when 

analyzing successful as well as flawed SDM adoption and use. Indeed, at the general level, this finding points toward a 

knowledge gap in empirical SDM research and provides an important opportunity for future research: to explore 

irrational and non-rational SDM adoption and use activities. Such research is important for understanding and 

improving future advice to practitioners on how to adopt and use SDMs. 

We do not claim that stressing the importance of understanding the rationale behind SDMs is new in SDM research. In 

their literature review of SDMs, Iivari et al. [20] discussed the importance of understanding the philosophy of the 

chosen SDM to be able to reach the method’s intended goals and values. In addition, they discussed how their 

framework could help practitioners understand the rationale behind the SDM practices they are using. Otherwise, the 

software developers will have a “professional blind spot” [20] and thus run the risk of irrational or non-rational SDM 

adoption and use. However, our results show that researchers have made limited contributions to knowledge about the 

existence of this professional blind spot in practice and its consequences on SDM adoption and use. Of course, SDMs 

have advanced since Iivari et al. [20] compiled their framework, making the covered SDM content outdated. 

Nevertheless, the fundamental idea of understanding and working in line with the chosen SDM’s rationale is still valid.  

5.2 RQ2 – What research themes have previous research investigated concerning software developers’ different types 

of reasoning behind SDM adoption and use? 

Our thematic synthesis of existing research revealed five research themes in previous research: 1) Choice of SDM, 2) 
Competing rationalities, 3) Method deviation, 4) Understanding operationalization, and 5) Achieved contribution. As 

shown in Table 4, four of these research themes – Competing rationalities, Method deviation, Understanding 

operationalization, and Achieved contributions – span both the adoption and use of SDM. Table 4 also shows a detailed 

view of how the three types of reasoning have been investigated across the identified research themes. We found that all 

the research themes have covered rational reasoning, which is not that surprising given our discussion about SDM 

adoption and use being predominantly treated as rational activities. A more scattered pattern is found in analyses of 

software developers’ irrational and non-rational reasoning. Thus, these results indicate that the research community 

knows less about software developers’ irrational and non-rational reasoning behind SDM adoption and use, where a 

knowledge gap in one research theme can impact the understanding of another research theme. 

To identify gaps and develop them into tangible opportunities for future research, we outline a series of theoretical 

relationships in Figure 3. Thus, the model in Figure 3 proposes new links between the research themes and highlights 
specific future research directions. To aid in framing these directions for researchers, we further develop a series of 

possible broad research questions that could be explored.  
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Fig. 3. Identified relationships between the research themes  

Relationship #1: Consider how the rational, irrational, or non-rational choice of SDM impacts competing rationalities 

in SDM adoption and use. The research theme, Choice of SDM, focuses on how software developers connect the SDM 

rationale to the organizations’ goals, which becomes the motives for choosing a particular SDM or part thereof. When 

choosing an SDM to adopt, the rationale of the method must fit the organization and the situation at hand. Thus, 

existing research has focused on investigating these choices as rational decisions [71-75]. However, if the rationale of 
the chosen SDM does not align with organizational goals, the method will add conflicting rationalities that have to be 

resolved later [e.g., 76, 79]. Our results show that we lack knowledge of whether and to what extent software 

developers make irrational choices, where the SDM rationale will not contribute to the organizational goals, or make 

non-rational choices, where there is now awareness if the SDM rationale aligns with the organizational goals. An 

opportunity exists to develop an increased understanding of how rational, irrational, or non-rational SDM choices 

impact competing rationalities in SDM adoption and use. Future research could, therefore, consider questions such as: 

To what extent do rational, irrational, or non-rational SDM choices lead to competing rationalities in organizations? 

Relationship #2: Consider how competing rationalities in SDM adoption and use drive rational, irrational, or non-

rational method deviation. Existing studies in the research theme of Competing rationalities show how software 

developers address and prioritize conflicting goals and values during the SDM adoption [76] and use [10, 79-81]. In 

order to manage such conflicts, first of all, it requires awareness of them, and second, that chosen adoption and use 

activities align with the prioritized rationale, i.e., to implement the choices rationally. Moreover, when software 
developers are placed in situations where they must prioritize between different goals, the result might not be what the 

organization expects [77, 78, 81]. Our results show that the Competing rationalities research theme focuses on how to 

deal with conflicting rationalities as rational and irrational choices. Thus, less attention has been given to unawareness 

of these conflicts that result in non-rational choices. At the same time, we found studies in the Method deviation 

research theme showing that rational [10, 11, 84-86], as well as irrational [11, 88] and non-rational [82, 83], deviations 

from the chosen SDM are made. We do not argue that these two research themes have been researched independently; 

the opposite is shown in, for example, Häggmark and Ågerfalk [10]. Still, there is a need to develop a deeper 

understanding of competing rationalities as a driver for SDM deviations, in particular, related to irrational and non-

rational method deviations. Therefore, future research could pose questions such as: How do software developers deal 

with competing rationalities doing rational, irrational, and non-rational tailoring of SDMs? 
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Relationship #3: Consider how software developers understand SDM impacts method deviations. Existing studies in the 

research theme Understanding operationalization contribute to an increased understanding of how software developers 

operationalize SDM activities to achieve claimed goals. Our findings show that, in the research theme Understanding 

operationalization, existing research has covered all three types of reasoning, i.e, rational [89-91], irrational use [91, 

92], and non-rational [91] reasoning. Thus, such results provide an important understanding of why software developers 

deviate from SDMs [10, 11, 84-86]; that is, there is an important relation to the Method deviation research theme. 
Although research in Understanding operationalization covers all three types of reasoning, we still see opportunities to 

research how the software developers understanding of the SDMs impacts method deviations. Because if software 

developers can avoid misconceptions, they can potentially reduce irrational method deviations. Such research could 

pose questions such as: How does software developers’ understanding of SDM contribute to rational, irrational, and 

non-rational method deviations during adoption and use? 

Relationship #4: Consider how consequences of rational, irrational, and non-rational method deviations impact 

achieved contributions. At the end of the day, the achieved contributions from adopting and using SDMs are important 

since organizations adopt and use SDMs to improve their SD. We found that studies in the Achieved contribution 

research theme covered rational [82, 93, 94] and irrational [95, 96] reasoning. We could not identify research 

investigating non-rational aspects of the achieved contribution. At the same time, it is not an extensively researched 

theme. Moreover, the achieved results should depended on the method deviations made [e.g., 10, 11, 88]. Of course, we 
do not argue that all method deviations result in negative contributions and that SDMs should be used rigorously. Such 

a view would be at odds with existing research on how SDMs are used [6-8]. Instead, and as shown in Figure 3, we 

suggest that more complex mechanisms are at play – competing rationalities and understanding operationalization – 

leading to (lack of) the achieved contributions; these mechanisms are materialized in method deviations that can be 

rational, irrational, or non-rational.  

An increased understanding of how method deviations impact achieved contributions can be reached by posing 

questions such as: How do software developers’ rational, irrational, and non-rational method deviations impact 

achieved contributions of SDM adoption and use? 

5.3 Limitations 

As with all studies, our study design has limitations. First, our findings rely on our search strategy and our selection of 

papers. We have been transparent with our selection of papers based on searches in the Scopus database. Of course, 

other search strategies could have been possible, such as the ones used by Goldkuhl and Karlsson [34] or Dybå and 

Dingsøyr [21]. Thus, we do not claim to have identified all empirical studies on SDM adoption and use.  

Second, using our analytical framework in Tables 2 and the thematic synthesis involved subjective judgment. 

Classifying papers into different research themes and types of analyzed reasoning was not always an instrumental task. 

Due to the iterative nature of our coding process, we achieved reliability in our results by comparing and combining the 

author’s individual analyses. Furthermore, we have tried to make the analysis as transparent as possible by providing 

the complete classification of papers in Appendix B, making it possible to scrutinize the analysis in detail. 

Third, using an inductive categorization of existing research means a limitation when it comes to identifying avenues 

for future research. We have used the rear mirror to explore how much attention the identified research themes have 

received. Naturally, our strategy provides limited possibilities to identify blind spots in existing research, i.e., problems 

in practice that have not been addressed. Thus, we do not claim that the less researched areas identified in Table 4 and 

the research directions outlined above are the only potential avenues for future research on software developers’ type of 

reasoning behind the adoption and use of SDMs. 
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6. Conclusion 

This paper aimed to survey existing Software Development Method (SDM) research to scrutinize the current knowledge 

base on software developers’ type of reasoning behind SDM adoption and use. To this end, we have used an analytical 

framework anchored in Weber’s [24] work on social actions, classifying studies as analyzing rational, irrational, and/or 

non-rational reasoning. We identified 111 empirical studies on SDM adoption and SDM use, of which 28 addressed 

software developers’ reasoning behind these activities; 14 addressed SDM adoption, and 14 addressed SDM use. 
Consequently, research on software developers’ reasoning constitutes a significant part of the knowledge base. We also 

conclude that research on software developers’ reasoning has predominantly considered SDM adoption and use as 

rational activities. 

Our inductive analysis of empirical studies that addressed software developers’ reasoning behind SDM adoption and 

SDM use resulted in five research themes: 1) Choice of SDM, 2) Competing rationalities, 3) Method deviation,  

4) Understanding operationalization, and 5) Achieved contribution. More importantly, we used these themes to frame 

four future research directions together with a set of broad research questions summarized in Table 5. Although our 

results do not highlight an exhaustive listing of future research directions, they represent a series of notable examples of 

gaps that currently exist in the SDM field. 

Table 5. Future research directions and research questions 

No Research direction Research question 

1 Consider how the rational, irrational, or non-rational choice of 

SDM impacts competing rationalities in SDM adoption and 

use 

To what extent do rational, irrational, or non-rational SDM choices 

lead to competing rationalities in organizations? 

2 Consider how competing rationalities in SDM adoption and 

use drive rational, irrational, or non-rational method deviation 

How do software developers deal with competing rationalities when 

doing rational, irrational, and non-rational tailoring of SDMs? 

3 Consider how software developers understand SDM impacts 

method deviations 

How does software developers’ understanding of SDM contribute to 

rational, irrational, and non-rational method deviations during adoption 

and use? 

4 Consider how consequences of rational, irrational, and non-

rational method deviations impact achieved contributions 

How do software developers’ rational, irrational, and non-rational 

method deviations impact achieved contributions of SDM adoption and 

use? 
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Appendix A. Search queries and results 

Table A1 shows the search queries that were used for searching in Scopus and the results from our searches. For 

searching in the database, a combination of search query 1 and search query 2 was used. For example, as the first row in 

the table shows, the result of searching “Systems Development Method” and “Use” in Scopus generated 192 papers. 
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Table A1. Combinations of search criteria that generated search results 

Search query 1 Search query 2 Number of papers 

Systems Development Method Use 192 

Systems Development Method Utilizing 7 

Systems Development Method Usage 11 

Systems Development Method Adoption 25 

Systems Development Method Implementation 79 

Systems Development Method Method Rationale 6 

Systems Development Method Rationality Resonance 0 

Systems Development Method Customize 0 

Systems Development Method Diffusion 7 

Systems Engineering Method Use 116 

Systems Engineering Method Utilizing 6 

Systems Engineering Method Usage 5 

Systems Engineering Method Adoption 7 

Systems Engineering Method Implementation 48 

Systems Engineering Method Method Rationale 1 

Systems Engineering Method Rationality Resonance 0 

Systems Engineering Method Customize 1 

Systems Engineering Method Diffusion 1 

Systems Development Methodology Use 195 

Systems Development Methodology Utilizing 3 

Systems Development Methodology Usage 28 

Systems Development Methodology Adoption 29 

Systems Development Methodology Implementation 92 

Systems Development Methodology Method Rationale 0 

Systems Development Methodology Rationality Resonance 0 

Systems Development Methodology Customize 0 

Systems Development Methodology Diffusion 8 

Systems Engineering Methodology Use 120 

Systems Engineering Methodology Utilizing 9 

Systems Engineering Methodology Usage 7 

Systems Engineering Methodology Adoption 9 

Systems Engineering Methodology Implementation 76 

Systems Engineering Methodology Method Rationale 0 

Systems Engineering Methodology Rationality Resonance 0 

Systems Engineering Methodology Customize 0 

Systems Engineering Methodology Diffusion 1 

Software Development Method Use 342 

Software Development Method Utilizing 2 

Software Development Method Usage 33 

Software Development Method Adoption 93 

Software Development Method Implementation 152 

Software Development Method Method Rationale 1 

Software Development Method Rationality Resonance 0 

Software Development Method Customize 4 

Software Development Method Diffusion 9 

Software Engineering Method Use 225 

Software Engineering Method Utilizing 2 

Software Engineering Method Usage 20 

Software Engineering Method Adoption 28 

Software Engineering Method Implementation 92 

Software Engineering Method Method Rationale 0 

Software Engineering Method Rationality Resonance 0 

Software Engineering Method Customize 2 

Software Engineering Method Diffusion 2 

Software Development Methodology Use 433 
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Search query 1 Search query 2 Number of papers 

Software Development Methodology Utilizing 16 

Software Development Methodology Usage 47 

Software Development Methodology Adoption 90 

Software Development Methodology Implementation 220 

Software Development Methodology Method Rationale 0 

Software Development Methodology Rationality Resonance 0 

Software Development Methodology Customize 3 

Software Development Methodology Diffusion 12 

Software Engineering Methodology Use 174 

Software Engineering Methodology Utilizing 5 

Software Engineering Methodology Usage 13 

Software Engineering Methodology Adoption 13 

Software Engineering Methodology Implementation 102 

Software Engineering Methodology Method Rationale 0 

Software Engineering Methodology Rationality Resonance 0 

Software Engineering Methodology Customize 0 

Software Engineering Methodology Diffusion 3 

Total 3,227 

Appendix B. Papers included in the detailed analysis 

Table B1 presents a detailed analysis of the papers that we could access. The leftmost column contains the authors. The 

next two columns show the classification according to the two investigated phases; the result is presented in Figure 2. 

Columns four to six present the classification of the investigated type of reasoning. Finally, the rightmost column shows 

the result from our thematic analysis, i.e., the identified research themes. The identified research themes and papers are 

presented in Table 4. 

Table B1. Detailed analysis 

Authors 

Phase Type of reasoning 

Research theme 

(included in Table 4) Adoption Use Rational Irrational 

Non-

rational 

Abdul et al. [100]  X     

Ahmadzai and Bakhsh [101] X      

Abrahamsson [63]  X     

Alt et al. [75] X  X   Choice of SDM 

Altuwaijri and Ferrario [102]  X     

Andersson and Nilsson [89] X  X X  Understanding operationalization 

Avison et al. [66]  X     

Ayed et al. [103] X      

Babb et al. [51] X      

Bannerman et al. [104] X X     

Barrow et al. [105] X      

Barrow et al. [106] X      

Berger and Beynon-Davies 

[83] 
X    X Method deviation 

Bygstad et al. [49] X      

Chen et al. [87]  X X   Method deviation 

Chevers and Whyte [107]  X     

Clark et al. [96]  X X   Achieved contribution 

Coleman and Verbruggen 

[108] 
X      

Dada and Sanusi [109]  X     

De Sousa et al. [110] X      

Dennehy and Conboy [80]  X X   Competing rationalities 
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Authors 

Phase Type of reasoning 

Research theme 

(included in Table 4) Adoption Use Rational Irrational 

Non-

rational 

Fitzgerald [67]  X     

Fitzgerald [68]  X     

Fruhling et al. [59] X      

Fruhling and De Vreede [58] X      

Fruhling and Zhang [111]  X     

Gandomani et al. [55] X      

Gandomani et al. [112] X      

Gandomani et al. [113] X      

Ganis et al. [114] X      

Gannon [115] X      

Ghani and Bello [116] X X     

Hajjdiab and Taleb [117] X      

Hajjdiab et al. [52] X      

Hardy et al. [61]  X     

Hazzan and Dubinsky [90] X  X   Understanding operationalization 

Heikkilä et al. [11]  X X X  Method deviation 

Häggmark and Ågerfalk [10]  X X   
Method deviation, Competing 

rationalities 

Iivari and Huisman [69]  X     

Iivari and Maansaari [62]  X     

Jayakody and Wijayanayake 

[118] 
 X     

Jamil and Al-Hajry [50] X      

Jones and Kydd [119] X      

Joseph et al. [60]  X     

Karlsson [120]  X     

Käpyaho and Kauppinen 

[121] 
 X     

Laanti et al. [54] X      

Lagerberg et al. [122] X X     

Licorish et al. [123] X X     

Livermore [124] X      

Livermore [125] X      

Lui and Chan [126]  X     

Mahadevan et al. [127] X      

Mannaro et al. [128] X      

Marks [129] X X     

Masrek et al. [130]  X     

Maulana and Raharjo [131] X      

McAvoy and Butler [77] X   X  Competing rationalities 

McAvoy and Butler [78] X   X  Competing rationalities 

McAvoy et al. [56] X      

Middleton [84] X X X   Method deviation 

Middleton [85]  X X   Method deviation 

Middleton and McCollum 

[86] 
 X X   Method deviation 

Mishra and Mishra [72] X  X   Choice of SDM 

Mnkandla and Dwolatzky 

[92] 
 X  X  Understanding operationalization 

Mohagheghi and Lassenius 

[132] 
X      

Mohallel and Bass [94] X   X  Achieved contribution 

Mohan et al. [81]  X X   Understanding operationalization 

Mäki-Runsas [91]  X X X X Understanding operationalization 
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Authors 

Phase Type of reasoning 

Research theme 

(included in Table 4) Adoption Use Rational Irrational 

Non-

rational 

Nelson and Teng [133]  X     

Patanakul and Rufo-

McCarron [82] 
X   X X 

Achieved contribution1, Method 

deviation2 

Poston et al. [53] X      

Procter et al. [64]  X     

Quelal et al. [134]  X     

Rahim et al. [135] X X     

Rezgui et al. [136] X      

Rezgui et al. [137] X      

Ribeiro and Domingues 

[138] 
X      

Rindell et al. [139]  X     

Roberts Jr et al. [93] X   X  Achieved contribution 

Roberts Jr et al. [140] X      

Roberts et al. [141] X      

Roberts et al. [142] X      

Rowlands [143]  X     

Saarinen [88]  X  X  Method deviation 

Salo and Abrahamsson [65]  X     

Sauer and Lau [76] X  X   Competing rationalities 

Schindler [144] X X     

Serour and Winder [145] X      

Snook and Harrison [146] X X     

Šochová [147]  X     

Soundararajan et al. [95]  X X   Achieved contribution 

Strode et al. [79]  X X   Competing rationalities 

Taylor et al. [73] X  X   Choice of SDM 

Tekbulut et al. [148]  X     

Toleman et al. [57] X      

Tripp and Amstrong [74] X   X  Choice of SDM 

Tudor and Walter [149] X      

Vavpotic and Bajec [150] X      

Vavpotič et al. [151] X      

Vavpotič and Hovelja [45] X      

Vejandla and Sherrell [71] X  X   Choice of SDM 

Vijayasarathy and Turk [70]  X     

Vrhovec [152]  X     

Weiss and Brune [153] X      

Yli-Huumo et al. [154]  X     

Yoshii and Higa [155]  X     

Note: 1Irrational, 2Non-rational    
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